In this paper, general connections in the sense of T. Otsuki are dealt with. The general connections were defined by T. Otsuki in [01] as a generalized notion of usual connections. Recently they are called Otsuki connections in Europe. He defined the general connections on the tangent tensor bundles of a manifold and defined associating geometrical objects analogous to those of usual ones, for example, their torsion forms and curvature forms. In his papers
§ 0. Introduction.
In this paper, general connections in the sense of T. Otsuki are dealt with. The general connections were defined by T. Otsuki in [01] as a generalized notion of usual connections. Recently they are called Otsuki connections in Europe. He defined the general connections on the tangent tensor bundles of a manifold and defined associating geometrical objects analogous to those of usual ones, for example, their torsion forms and curvature forms. In his papers [Ol]-[O11], several results about general connections were obtained. The purpose of this paper is to define general connections on vector bundles over a manifold and to study the fundamental properties.
In § 1, we will prepare notations used in this paper and fundamental facts on the 1-jet bundle of a vector bundle. In §2, the general connections will be defined and some algebraic properties of the space of covariant derivatives of general connections will be studied. In § 3, we will define two types of induced general connections which are induced by a pair of vector bundle homomorphisms and by a bundle map. In § 4, using given general connections, we will construct general connections on the dual bundle and on the tensor product bundles. In § 5, we will define the curvature form of a general connection.
The author would like to express his hearty thanks to Professor T. Otsuki for his helpful advice. He also would like to acknowledge the constant encouragement of Professor S. Yamaguchi. § 1. Preliminaries.
We assume that all objects are smooth and all vector bundles are real throughout this paper. Let M be a manifold, T(M) the tangent bundle and C(M) the ring of real-valued functions on M. Let V and W be vector bundles over M. The fibre of V at p<=M will be denoted by V p and the dual bundle of V is denoted by 7*. The space of cross-sections of V will be denoted by Γ(V). Let H0M(V, W) be the vector bundle of which fibre H0M(V, W) p at p is the vector space HOM(V P , W p ) of linear maps from V p to W p . Especially H0M(V, V) will be denoted by END(V). Note that H0M{V, W) can be naturally identified with the tensor product V*®W. The space of vector bundle homo-morphisms from V to W will be denoted by HOM{ V, W). Especially HOM{ V, V), the space of endomorphisms on V, will be denoted by End(V). Denote the identity (resp. zero) endomorphism of Fby I v (resp. 0 v ). Note that HOM(V, W) can be naturally identified with the space Γ (HOM(V, W) ). We will generally use the same symbol to denote a vector bundle homomorphism and the induced linear map on the space of cross-sections.
For SGΓ(V), we will denote the 1-jet of s by /(s) and the 1-jet at p by ;J(s). Let J\V) be the 1-jet bundle of V.
DEFINITION. A vector bundle homomorphism c: T(M)*®V-*J\V) is defined to be c((df) p ®s(p)) :=;i((/-/(ί))s) for
We have
We have the following well-known fact:
islan exact sequence of vector bundles. § 2. General connections.
Let V be a vector bundle over M.
Vs r-r^ XP^-rίs)) for sεΓ (7), is called the covariant derivative of γ. 
s)-fr(s))
We consider the following operators:
Thus the above theorem shows that Ψ^O(V; P r ) for γ^HOM{V, J\V)).
Conversely we have THEOREM. // Ve0(V;P) for P^END(V), then there exists a unique γ(Ξ HOM(V, J\V)) such that P
r =P and V=V.
Proof. Put γ(s):=j\Ps)-c(ys) for s^Γ(V). Since γ{fs)=fr(s) for f(=C(M), we have γ<=HOM(V, J\V)).
For special examples, we have
THEOREM. O(V;I V ) ts equal to the set of covariant derivatives of usual connections on V.
For the study of general connections, we will mainly consider O(F;P)and O(V) in this paper. Take 
THEOREM. The set O(V) has a structure of END(V)-module with respect tσ the addition and multiplication defined as in the above definition.
Remark. In the case of the tangent bundle, the multiplication was defined and the associative law was stated in [07] . §3. Induced general connections.
We will consider two types of induced general connections. The first type induced general connections are induced by a pair of vector bundle homomorphisms. The second type induced general connections are induced by a bundle map. The second type ones are analogous to the usual induced connections. The situation in the first type ones is slightly different from that in the case of usual connections as follows.
Let V and W be vector bundles over M. Take L^H0M{V,W),
R<=H0M(W,V) and DEFINITION. A linear map L1R\Γ(W)-*Γ{T(M)*®W) is defined by (L r 7R) x t:=LC7 x (Rt)) for t^Γ{W), Xt=Γ(T(M)).

THEOREM. LVRZΞ0(W LPR).
We will call the general connection determined by L1R the induced general connection induced by vector bundle homomorphisms. In the case of usual conpections, we have Remark. In the case where V=T(M) and W is a subbundle of T{M), this type of induced general connections were essentially defined in [07] and [OlO] .
COROLLARY. For a usual connection on V, the induced general connection on W is a usual connection if and only if LR-I W >
Next we will consider the second type induced general connections. Let N be a manifold and F: N-+M a map. For a vector bundle V over M, we denote the induced bundle over N by F # V, the bundle map by F: F # V-> V and its restriction to the fibre by F q : (F* F) g -> F F(Q) for qe ΛΓ. Define F* : Γ( F)->Γ(F* V) by (F*s)(q):=F;\s(F(q))) for se/W, ?eAί.
For P<ΞEND{V), define END(F*V) by requiring (F*P)F*s=F*(Ps) for sεΓ(7).
THEOREM. For VeO(F P), //i^r^ β^fsίs α unique general connection O(F*V;F*P) such that F-\V F , w s) for where F* is the differential of the map F: N^>M.
The proof of the theorem is analogous to that of the theorem on usual connections. We will call the general connection determined by F*V the induced general connection induced by a bundle map.
Remark. These two types of induced general connections can be applied to the study of submanifolds in spaces with general connections, for example, see [OlO] , [H] and [OH] . In these papers, they used the induced general connections on the tangent bundles. Using also the induced general connection on the normal bundle, H. Nemoto is studying the geometry of the submanifolds. § 4. General connections on tensor product bundles.
Let V be a vector bundle over M. For PG END (V), define P*<EΞEND (V*) by (P*η)(s) :=η(Ps) for 9?e:Γ(V*), s^Γ(V).
Take a covariant derivative Ve=O(V; P).
DEFINITION. A linear operator 7*:Γ(F*)->Γ(T(M)*(g)F*) is defined by for rj^ΓiV*), XeΓ(T(M)), s<=Γ(V).
Note that V^eΓ(F*). Then we see THEOREM. V*<ΞO(F*;P*) for V^O(V P).
Let V 1 be vector bundles over Mand P'^ENDiV 1 ) (/=1, 2). Define P 
Γ(END(V)), S<=Γ(V), X<ΞΓ(T(M)).
In contrast to the case of usual connections, 7/ F does not vanish in general. We have COROLLARY. THEOREM. The corresponding 7eO((V(g)y)*; P (0)2) ) satisfies 
THEOREM. K{l)^HOM{A\T{M)) y END(V)).
Proof. Clearly K(Ί) XtY =-K(7) γ>x .
After straightforward but long calculations, we have
KC7) fX , γ s=fKC7) x>γ s and for f*=C(M), SCΞΓ(V).
We will call ϋΓ(V) the curvature form of V.
THEOREM. K(QV)Q=QK(VQ) for QGEND(V).
Proof. From the definitions of QV and Vζ), we have
v) for
Remark.
Zf(V) coincides with the curvature form defined by T. Otsuki in the case where V-T(M).
In [02] , he also defined the torsion form of a general connection on the tangent bundle.
